HAZMAT

HAZMAT CONTAMINATED WATER DRY SUIT

Using the latest in chemical and abrasion resistant materials as well as advanced construction techniques the Whites HazMat dry suit offers the user 2 layers of both water and chemical protection. All seams are reinforced, stitched, then heat sealed at over 600°C both inside and out, making for an extremely durable and “dry” suit. This construction results in a smooth interior and exterior surface which allows for very easy decontamination of most chemicals. Depending on the divers application and specific needs, the HazMat is available in both Public Safety and Commercial versions.

The HazMat’s polyurethane material was chosen for its exceptional resistance towards petroleum based products, the number one thing most professional divers encounter. To ensure diver protection the Hazmat material was tested in more than 22 different industrial chemicals and petroleum products. The same testing laboratory that certifies NFPA products was used for these tests as well as to conduct two other biological tests and extensive abrasion testing. Please contact Whites Manufacturing for your copy of the test results.

The Hazmat is available with 2 size options; Made to Order (MTO), which is available in 14 standard sizes or Made to Measure (MTM), which is a computer custom cut specific to the users exact measurements. Each of these size options come standard with several important features but are also available with a barrage of installed options to choose from. Attached Hoods, Helmet Yokes, Four different Cargo Pockets, Relief Zippers, Boot/Sock options, Valve placement, and Seal options.

**WHITES HAZMAT MULTILAMINATE**

- Fully sealed chemically resistant polyurethane
- Interior and exterior tape welded seams
- Tear and puncture resistant nylon core
- Outer fully sealed washable, chemically resistant polyurethane layer

**SUPERIOR FEATURES...**

- Inner and outer protective layers.
- Inner and outer welded seams.
- Anatomically-correct, CAD designed pattern with pre-bent arms, legs and torso for a perfect fit.
- Made to Measure (MTM) is custom built to your measurements and specific needs.
- Stronger and lighter, yet more durable and pliable.
- Chemical resistant Polytex seals.
- Available with standard boots, safety boots, or sock configuration.
- Standard with Dry Glove Sleeve Rings.
- Easiest suit on the market to repair.
- Comes in 14 standard sizes plus Made to Measure.
- Comes standard with HazMat Double Exhaust Valve®
- European CE EN14225-2:2006 certified
- The Whites Hazmat is listed on the US Navy authorized for navy use (ANU) category II contaminated water diving
ENVIRO

STANDARD FEATURES

• Lightweight and compact
• Excellent drysuit with outstanding value
• Same smooth polyurethane exterior and seams as the HazMat
• Comes in bright red with black reinforced knee pads
• Comfort boot with internal 7mm liner for additional warmth
• Permanently Attached Dry glove rings with replaceable pro wrist seals
• Attached Polytex Hood designed to keep water away from the head & face
• Built in suspender system
• Complete with inflator hose, repair kit and storage bag

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

• Hazmat Double Exhaust Valve
• Relief Zipper
• Cargo Pockets
• Sock foot with Evo III boots

SIZES AVAILABLE:

XS, S, SK, M, MK, MT, L, LK, LT, XL, XLK, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, MTO (Made To Order)

MATERIALS:

550 Denier Nylon Bilaminate
PolyTex Hood, Neck & Wrist Seals

COLORS:

Solid Red

WHITES ENVIRO MULTILAMINATE

Smooth exterior seams
Tear and puncture resistant nylon interior
Outer fully sealed washable, polyurethane layer
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OPTIONS

ATTACHED POLYTEX HOOD
Protects ears and head from unwanted contaminate.

10" RELIEF ZIPPER
Allows divers to relieve themselves at the surface without doffing their drysuit.

FLEECE LINER
Provides thermal protection to the hood while wearing an attached polytex hood.

COMFORT BOOT
Tough Rubber Sole with Fin Keeper; excellent comfort with additional warmth (7mm liner).

POLYTEX SEALS
at wrists minimizes water entry into gloves for increased warmth.

HEAVY DUTY MOULDED BOOT
Heavy Duty “grip” sole for unmatched traction.

PERMANENTLY INSTALLED WRIST RINGS
Dry rings allow the use of dry gloves; user replaceable wrist seals.

HEAVY DUTY STEEL TOE/ SHANK BOOT
Excellent traction with steel toe & shank – approved to ASTM chemical tests.

HAZMAT YOKES
Yokes available for the following suits:
- Kirby Morgan superlite 17b, 17k, 27k, 37, 47, 57, 67
- Miller 400 series
- Gorski g2000s
- Desco AirHat

40-MIL DRY GLOVES
Can be stretched over the drysuit wrist ring for easy donning an excellent seal.

MATRIX BASE PLATE & POCKETS
Matrix Plate allows multiple pocket styles to be attached and substituted.
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